
 
 

Goal: To promote the learning and growth of all students through effective 
partnerships with families, caregivers, community, members and organizations.  
 
Welcome to the Official Newsletter of the Split Team of Nissitissit Middle School.  We 
hope you feel more informed about the daily lives of your students.  
 

7th Grade 
 
Science -  The unit on magnetism has just begun.  Students will learn all of the basics, 
including compass use and basic orienteering. 
 
When the weather permits and we have some snow, your child will go outside to track 
wild animals.  We always find signs of deer, coyote, squirrel, rabbit, and fox. 
Occasionally we find evidence of bobcats or fishers. 
 
Ongoing studies include observing the rats, predator/prey relationships in our aquarium 
and developmental updates on Mr. Pineda’s puppies. 
 
Social Studies -  We have wrapped up the Pre American Revolution unit prior to 
holiday break.  We have begun American Revolution Unit which will cover Thomas 
Paine’s Common Sense and the Declaration of Independence.  By the end of next week 
we will begin a research project related to the battles and conflicts in the American 
Revolution itself.  The final creation for the research will be in the form of Gallery Walk 
Display that will be set up around the room for the students to take notes and answer 
questions from.   We have continued to dissect primary sources and answer important 
historical questions related to the beginnings of the United States which builds great 
close reading and text analysis skills.  As always current events are discussed on a 
regular basis in order to keep students informed and active citizens.  
 
Language Arts - We will start the new year with some figurative language review and 
poetry writing. From there, we will move onto reading Narrative of the Life of Frederick 
Douglass, Douglass’ story of growing up as a slave and ultimately becoming an 



abolitionist and a speaker in the North. We will be analyzing language, conflicts, and 
major themes revolving around slavery, freedom, and taking a stand. This book will 
most likely take us up until February break. A new book report will also be assigned in 
the next week or so. It will be a presentation book report, also to be due mid-February. 
We are looking forward to a great start to 2019.  
 
Math - This week we will have our unit assessment on Ratios and Proportions, and then 
we will move on to solving multi-step equations and inequalities.  There is a lot of 
process and vocabulary to learn, and this is a foundational piece for all of Algebra, so 
make sure you’re keeping up!  Also, weekly MCAS Practice Modules are now being 
assigned as online, outside of class assignments, so please help your students stay 
current with those. 
 

8th Grade 
 
Science - The physics unit concluded with the successful launch of 24 rockets, with 
several rockets being retrieved and re-launched.  What a great learning experience! 
 
Your child will next embark on a study of chemistry.  This will be a dynamic, hands-on 
unit which will include atoms, molecules, and chemical reactions. 
 
With the help of several students and Mr. Pineda’s son, we have submitted two entries 
into the Biogen Biotechnology Video contest.  This will lead to at least $1,000 in grant 
money to buy STEM equipment!  Thank you to those students for their help and 
leadership! 
 
Social Studies -  Prior to holiday break the focus was on the history of the political 
parties and roles that they serve in the election of national and state officials as well as 
a short project on past Presidential Elections.  Going forward the focus will be on Civil 
Rights Movement throughout the month of January.  This will include important 
Supreme Court Cases related to the roots of the Civil Rights Movement but also key 
legal cases that helped bring change in the 1950’s and 1960’s.  As always current 
events are discussed on a regular basis in order to keep students informed and active 
citizens and participants in society.  
 
Language Arts - We are currently reading Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird. Although 
challenging, the students really seem to be understanding the text and working with it 
quite well. We will be reading, taking notes, answering questions, and analyzing both 
characterization and theme development throughout the text. Students will have much 



more reading to do at home, as the book is approximately 375 pages and cannot be 
fully completed in the classroom. Please expect that there will be more homework, both 
reading and writing, as we progress into the new year. Looking forward to a great start 
to 2019!  
 
Math -  This week we will finish our work with Scientific Notation, and then we have a 
full Unit 2 Assessment.  From there, we will solve multi-step equations and lay the 
groundwork for the upcoming work with Functions.  There is a lot of process and 
vocabulary to learn, and this is a foundational piece for all of Algebra, so make sure 
you’re keeping up!  Also, weekly MCAS Practice Modules are now being assigned as 
online, outside of class assignments, so please help your students stay current with 
those. 
 

Unified Arts 

Spanish News   

7th Grade 
Feliz Año Nuevo = Happy New Year 

Seventh graders are learning adjectives that describe people. Learning adjectives 
includes learning the difference between masculine/feminine and singular/plural words. 
This is a difficult concept for seventh graders so we spend a lot of time practicing with 
reading, writing, speaking, and listening/comprehension activities. Before long they will 
be able to describe their friends, family, and famous people/characters in Spanish. 
 

8th Grade 
Feliz Año Nuevo = Happy New Year 

Eighth graders are preparing for a unit test the beginning of January. Next, they will start 
a new unit learning about places in the city and modes of transportation. By the end of 
the unit your son/daughter should be able to find their way around a Spanish speaking 



city. Students will know how to ask and answer questions about what they want to 
do/see. They will understand how to read a bus schedule. At this point, students will 
begin working with verbs in the near future tense. This grammatical concept will be 
practiced extensively in reading, writing and speaking exercises along with the 
city/transportation vocabulary. 
  

 
 
 
Physical Education (Mr. Savard and Ms. Stanton):Floor Hockey is back! It is definitely 
a student favorite at NMS.  Students will play in modified games with their peers 
throughout the unit.  There will be two games of floor hockey going on at once in order 
to allow more playing time for each student.  Depending on the class, students may be 
put on to teams based on age, sex, competitive level, or it may just be done randomly. 
We try to let each class decide how to organize the teams by voting at the beginning of 
class. Students will be required to wear goggles when playing even though we enforce 
keeping your stick below your waist (high sticking) and keeping the ball below the 
crossbar of the net.  Additional protective wear is also recommended for students that 
choose to play goalie. 
 
Students are required to wear goggles while playing.  If your son or daughter has some 
at home that they use for LAX, they are welcome to bring them in. 
Postural Screening will be on January 8, 9, and 10 during PE.  Please return forms to 
Mrs. Friend if you would like to excuse your son/daughter.  Forms can be turned in 
during PE. 
 
Art (Ms. Gosselin): 
Grade 7:  In January, students will be creating “under the sea” watercolor paintings. 
They will experiment with wet on wet, resist, and salt techniques. 
Grade 8:  Students in 8th grade were introduced to Chuck close and  have been using 
the grid system to enlarge a photograph.  As January approaches they will be adding 
finishing touches in order to display.  

**Examples are displayed on our art room Instagram page @nissitissitart.** 
 



Performing Arts: 
Congratulations to all 6-8 chorus students for their excellent performance during their 
winter concert on December 13th.  They followed that performance with a successful 
community tour visiting our Senior center as well as Appleseeds Preschool, and a full 
school concert that day.  Our attention now shifts towards our individual efforts in 
preparation for the Central District Music festival.  Extra help will be available to 
prepare, please see Mrs. Wilson for further information. 
 
It will be a busy month of January for our band students as they prepare for their 
upcoming winter concerts.  As a reminder for our 6-8 band students, red polos must be 
worn for your evening event. 
 
Upcoming Dates: 
January 22nd: 7PM  5th Grade Band and Chorus Concert  (Students report 6:30)  No 
concert uniform, please dress nicely. 
January 23rd: 7PM 4th Grade Band and Chorus Concert (Students report 6:30) No 
concert uniform, please dress nicely. 
January 24th: 7PM 6-8 Concert and Jazz Band Concert (Students report 6:30) Concert 
Dress:  Red Concert Band Polo Shirt, Khaki Pants, and shoes. 
 
Health (Mrs. Larochelle): 
Grade 7 - Students will be looking at reliable resources in relationship to health 
information. They will be working on an independant project about diseases.  
Grade 8 - Choking is a leading cause for injury and death among children. Students will 
learn how to help someone who is choking. We will also discuss other medical 
emergencies they might encounter. 
 
Guidance (Mrs. Thomas and Ms. Santiago):  Link to their update here 
 

General Information 
 

- Remember, math help is available every morning beginning at 7.15.  No 
appointment necessary.  Help with homework, reviewing topics, or retaking 
tests can be done at this time.  It also functions as a work space for 
students completing assignments for other subjects. 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1qLwrODVO6vwrON1rFGmDuGaetOLmJaOD?ogsrc=32


 
- Progress Reports are February 1st 

 
- Thank you for working with us as we try to create the best possible 

learning environment for your students.  We appreciate your support. 


